Love Your Divan
Care Instructions

Please retain this leaflet for future reference
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DOUBLE DIVAN ASSEMBLY

CASTORS, GLIDES & FEET

In the case of double divans, the two parts of the bed need to be
properly attached so that they do not move apart. Depending on the
model you have, you will have a set of one of the following items in the
bag with the castors/glides.

Please read the instructions contained in this leaflet carefully to ensure
your bed sits evenly and remains stable.

Either
Plastic “U” clips
1. Stand the two divan halves on
their sides and push together.

2. Line up the
undersides and
attach “U” clips
as shown.

All components in the fixing bags
need to be fitted to the underside
of your divan base. Depending on
the model, you will have one of the
following sets:
a. Castors with metal stems

Plastic Feet

b. Glides with metal stems

Where plastic feet (d) are supplied
the insertion locations are marked
with a sticker. Remove the sticker
and insert the plastic foot in the
hole found underneath, (these are
inserted directly into the wooden
frame as no metal sockets are
required) and gently tap into place
using a mallet.

c. Screw fix glide
d. Plastic feet

U Clips

Or
Metal Linking Plates
1. Remove the bolts from each
divan half.

1

2. Push the two base halves together.

3. Locate a link plate over one bolt
hole on one of the divan halves.
Then insert the bolt through the
link plate into the bolt hole and
tighten the bolt.
4. Locate a link plate over the second
bolt hole on the second divan half
and tighten the second bolt. Repeat
operation for the other side.

Bolt
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a
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Some Divan Bases may have a screw
fix glide (c), simply locate the fixing
holes in the underside of the divan
base, insert the glides into each
location and screw clockwise to
tighten (be careful not to over tighten).

d

Castor or Glide Fittings

Note: Do not use a metal hammer
to insert the castors, glides or
plastic feet, as this will damage them.

Insert a castor (a) / glide (b) into
each socket (1) and gently tap into
place using a mallet. It must be fully
inserted (2) or it may fall out when
the divan base is turned over. When
fully inserted it will be hard to pull
back out again as the lug on the
stem shown in the diagram clicks
past the corresponding narrow part
of the socket.

Bolt
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DIVAN BASE CARE
Remove all plastic packaging, and dispose of it safely. To avoid the risk
of suffocation, keep all plastic away from children.
Drawers
Please do not overload the drawers.
The drawers in storage divans have
been designed primarily to hold bed
linen, clothing etc and have a limit of
15kg per drawer.
Excessive weight can cause
distortion or damage to the drawer
which in turn can restrict its free
movement, whilst over-filling may
cause it to jam.
Maintenance
Regular checks of headboards, castors
or legs are recommended as they
stand considerable strain and may
work loose. Make sure castors run
freely and we recommend you protect
your carpet or floor surfaces where
the legs/castors make contact.
Cleaning
In the event of soiling, the divan
may be lightly sponged with a weak
solution of soap and water.

Never use detergents or chemical
cleaners on your divan fabric.
These can adversely affect the
covering material.
Headboard Attachment
1. Locate the headboard fixing holes
(found at either end) marked with
a sticker and carefully pierce the
fabric with scissors.
2. Insert the headboard bolt into the
hole and loosely tighten allowing
space to slide the headboard strut
between. Once the headboard is
in position, fully tighten the bolt,
but do not over tighten.
Fit
headboard
bolt or leg

1

Here

Headboard
bolt
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For details of the 12 month warranty
please refer to the mattress care
instructions.

OK754H

Airsprung Beds, Canal Road, Trowbridge, Wiltshire, BA14 8RQ
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